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By Tim Floreen

SIMON SCHUSTER, United States, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. A teenage sociopath is fixed after he gets an implant that s supposed to cure him in this
thrilling coming of age tale from the author of Willful Machines. A year ago, Rem Braithwaite
watched his classmate Franklin Kettle commit a horrific crime. Now, apart from the nightmares, life
has gone back to normal for Rem. Franklin was caught, convicted, and put away in juvenile
detention for what he did. The ordeal seems to be over. Until Rem s mother selects Franklin as a test
subject for an experimental brain procedure intended to cure him of his cruel and violent impulses.
Suddenly Rem s memories of that day start coming back to the surface. His nightmares become
worse than ever. Plus he has serious doubts about whether his mother s procedure will even work.
Can evil really just be turned off? Then, as part of Franklin s follow-up testing, he and Rem are
brought face to face, and Rem discovers.Franklin does seem different. Despite everything, Rem finds
himself becoming friends with Franklin. Maybe even something more than friends. But when
another of their classmates turns up...
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A whole new eBook with a new point of view. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am delighted to explain how this is actually the
finest book i have read through during my very own life and could be he best publication for at any time.
-- Sca r lett Str a cke-- Sca r lett Str a cke

Thorough guide! Its this sort of excellent read. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the book. You are going to like just how the
blogger create this publication.
-- Pr of . Lela  Steuber-- Pr of . Lela  Steuber
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